The Need is Clear
• Mental illness and addiction are a
primary cause of chronic homelessness
• Our drop-in center helps 40-60 people
per day
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The First Step is Understanding
To solve a problem, we have to understand it.
Aurora Mental Health and PATH are working
hard to build relationships with people who
are homeless and at risk. Not only do we
provide a sense of dignity and respect, we give
our clients a voice.

Be a Part of the Solution
Visit Coloradogives.org/aumhc
to help with financial contributions, or email
info@aumhc.org to make an in-kind
contribution.
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CHANGING LIVES.
BUILDING A BETTER
COMMUNITY.
Projects for Assistance in
Transition from Homelessness

A Program of
Aurora Mental
Health Center

Creating a Community:
PATH Drop-in Center
Come as you are, as you want, as you need.

That's our philosophy at the PATH drop-in center.
We also:
• Help clients connect and build a sense
of community
• Offer counseling and treatment services
• Help move individuals towards self-sufficiency

One Piece of a Greater Whole

We Do More Than You Think

PATH believes in collaboration. Good partnerships
make strong communities. Our goal is to connect
with homeless individuals in their own
environment, form mentoring and trusting
relationships and link individuals to
much-needed services.

Aurora Mental Health Center and PATH provide
services to combat the various problems
homeless people and families face.

PATH’s street outreach program, in harmony with
other local and state organizations, targets
individuals who are homeless and at risk.

“The PATH program and Aurora
Mental Health are helping
shape how our city addresses
homelessness.”
– Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan

PATH SERVICES:
We Provide Direct Benefits
to Aurora
• Outreach, intervention and prevention keep
more people out of E.R.s, jails and
rehabilitation facilities
• Transition programs and our drop-in center
help keep people off the street
• Having access to care saves lives

CHANGING LIVES.

BUILDING A
BETTER COMMUNITY.

1

Clinical case
management

5

Job coaching

2

Mental health therapy
and groups

6

Veteran outreach
and VA partnerships

3

Connecting people to
resources and benefits

7

Housing assistance

4

Onsite medical
assistance

8

Food, hygiene and
clothing donations
(as available)

“When we needed you,
you were always there.”
- PATH partner

